BRIMSCOMBE AND THRUPP NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT
PLAN

THINGS TO POSSIBLY BE DONE AS ‘PROJECTS’
These can usefully be included within the Neighbourhood Plan but they are not ‘examined’. They will
however help the Examiner to understand the policies and to convince him/her about your ability to
deliver things. Also, some of the projects are what you would use your CIL monies on, so having them
pre-established will give them greater weight once developments start getting built.
In most cases, what follows draws from all the information provided at the January Drop-in. This is a
starter list only; more ideas will come over time and are welcomed! However, it won’t look good to put
all possible projects in the plan; the list will need some later prioritisation.

Traffic, Transport and Parking










Continue to lobby for speed limits and/or traffic calming on the A419
Lobby for traffic calming on Toadsmoor Road
Continue to lobby for crossings on the A419
Improve existing, perhaps create new footpaths/cyclepaths
Improve the ease and safety of travel to local schools.
Promote more community transport
More and better signposts for pedestrians and cyclists
Promoting/managing car sharing

Housing
There was nothing suggested as ‘projects’ on housing; the suggestions below are from elsewhere:





Community solar/photovoltaic energy initiative on existing houses
Draughtproofing project for elderly people
Welcome packs for new residents

Facilities/Environment













Improve existing or create new playgrounds
Some sort of facility for young people
Community noticeboard(s)
Trails and information for visitors (to draw them away from just the canal)
More/different/better recycling facilities
Proactive community management of designated Local Green Spaces
Events for elderly people
Community arts initiatives
Local lending library, book recycling
Hedgerows and fences to limit road noise
Tree planting initiative

Employment



Promote the Neighbourhood Plan to existing and perhaps new small employers. Speedy access to
premises is worth £££ to whoever is developing the premises and to possible occupants

